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If you are scanning this, you are probably about to go through your own fight.. have a container
of tissues ready.. ...and this book will help. I read through it fourteen days after my own medical
diagnosis of GBM grade 4. I'd say you should read this before, but it most likely wouldn't possess
the same impact since it does on individuals or caregivers of malignancy patients. Matt has
always been a great speaker. Starting at the Finish Line was inspiring. Planning is so urgently
essential, and Matt’s story should inspire visitors to be more proactive and grateful.
Unfortunately Larry's cancer took him away from his family. The author manages to inspire hope
through his writing and provides a fairly good walk-through of your preliminary journey. This
won't mean as very much to everyone that is not currently fighting, but make the most of every
day and second. The book drives that point house and it has made my last month very happy
considering everything that comes with a serious cancer diagnosis. Matt is a warrior and so is
his wonderful Rebecca. I always call Matt First, let me say that I've had the pleasure of
understanding Matt for the last 7 years. His enthusiasm forever, his strength and honesty as a
consummate business person, and his undying loyalty to friends and family makes me proud to
say that what began as a method of trading with Matt is continuing to grow into a true
friendship. The writer takes people on his trip from diagnosis to death’s door and eventually,
recovery and along the way teaches us the most important lesson to be discovered; Matt makes
a spot of saying that eventually he found the ardent belief that "My cancer doesn't personal me."
Matt can be courageous and, while I don't believe anyone is completely fearless, he chose to face
his enemy head on. That he emerged victorious is normally a miracle unto itself but more so, by
sharing his tale he has given hope to all of those who encounter this and various other dreaded
illnesses.P. I usually call Matt, "Tough Man" because, well... Although I can't imagine how
challenging this is for Matt and his family members to go through, I've personally had family
experience cancers, including my mom in law, who died of pancreatic cancer and my youthful
brother, who recovered from rectal cancer tumor. Hearing his journey 1st hand can be something
anybody facing adversity should read. Cancer has touched our family along with the lives of
people near me.It took me a couple of hours to read Matt's book because, despite the fact that I
know Matt's tale, I couldn't wait around to get to the next page. I can hear Matt's enthusiasm, his
dread, his will, and his personal dedication to battle and grow through what some may
appearance at as insurmountable odds.. This is a great real, live tale that needs to be shared.
Must read, strongly suggested, very inspirational! When I found out that Matt wrote a reserve
about his cancer encounter, I immediately bought the reserve and finished reading it in a few
days. It is a very personal and inspiring story of how everything can go from good to bad, virtually
overnight, and how Matt could get through this horrible ordeal by finding his inner power and
staying positive and getting the great love and support of his family, which kept him fighting..
Inspiring and moving. This book is crucial read for someone who has battled or is certainly
battling cancer, or knows somebody with cancer. Cancer has taken people I really like too. What
struck me the most in Matt’s .. When I heard that matt was battling tumor I had the thought that
if anyone could and would beat it, it had been Matt. Matt’s fight hits me best in the gut.
Malignancy has taken people I love too. What struck me probably the most in Matt’s tale was
seeing his admiration for his wife, Rebecca, & the motivation he drew from his father-in-law and
cancer partner, Larry. His new-found ability to lean on the types he loves.Lifestyle is busy and it
is sometimes difficult to slow ourselves down. One of the toughest things to do is to appear at
ourselves when issues seem wrong and say, “ I need help”. I highly recommend this extremely
inspirational book! Matt’s open up and honest accounts of his battle, learning lessons and
getting perspective that he never really had before makes me hopeful for myself and my very



own family that there surely is nothing we cannot complete together. A fantastic tale of family
survival and bittersweet success over cancer.Inspiring examine, for sure. Although Matt had to
undergo the worst possible pain and struggling He refused to stop . Newman’s story is definitely
both prescient and very important to anyone who thinks they will have life all determined. But
most importantly I can hear, see, and feel Matt's love. If you know anyone going through Cancer
or in the event that you just want to read about how Matthew Newman defeat all odds then get
the publication. Reading the reserve touched me so much. This book confirms what a privilege it
is certainly to listen to Matt speak. Although Matt got to go through the worst possible
discomfort and struggling He refused to give up Matt explained how he refused to let Cancers
win. He also experienced a father-in-laws named Larry that acquired a different form of tumor he
and Larry were always helping each other.It can be tough to stay positive when it seems like
everything is coming down around you. This reserve ought to be on the ‘Must Read’ list for
anybody battling difficult personal conditions, not just cancer. I read this reserve in
approximately 5 hours. It was the most tearful trip ever but Matt together with his entire family
beat Cancers up and Matt won't allow it to come back. Matt is usually a warrior therefore is his
great Rebecca.S.. Must read ! Mr.. While apparently planning for all potential hazards, and
making use of his strong skills in the financial world, he was still struggling to forecast the grade
three astrocytoma tumor growing in his human brain. Mr. A great read that's empowering and
touching. However, in the case of Matt Newman, the real story begins once the tumor is found
out and we find out the power of family, like and resilience and the combined power of every to
get over this vicious disease. His openness about his "experience" is something that I could
relate to as I really believe that Matt and I talk about many similarities. faith, love and family
conquers all. This is a ‘Must Read’ for anyone battling difficult circumstances. You can’t make
this stuff up Matt’s story comes direct from the heart of a guy who knows how to count his
blessings. I have followed his career from afar. Matt is usually arguably among the top 3 people
in his profession.. I think Matt would agree that Rebecca could be the toughest in the family. The
life span lessons would connect with anyone dealing with malignancy. As a survivor myself, it
was very relatable. He refused to give in but never told anyone except Matt what he was going
through. I’ve understand Matt Newman for over 20 years. Bravo. In fact, his own private hero was
dealing with pancreatic cancer. As the wife of a tumor survivor, and serial caregiver, I linked to
the roller coaster character of diagnosis, brutal treatments, coping with various other tragedies
that coexist inside our lives (we can’t believe bad stuff can occur to several person in the same
family members simultaneously, but it does) getting support and motivation, and living existence
as fully as you possibly can in the middle of a maelstrom of physical challenges and emotional
upheaval. We’re all human and occasionally fall victim to not practicing what we preach. Very
inspirational book! it transcends Matt's personal journey, that is a reserve about finding ones
internal strength, remaining positive and having the love and support of family members to
through probably the most terrible ordeals. A must read! Thank You Matt A book of motivation,
perseverance, perspective and most importantly family. Starting at THE FINAL Line Amazing
book Thank you Matt Newman for posting your journey. This amazing book was extremely
inspirational. And this isn't just for all those with brain cancer. Being able to browse the story
was insightful and very relatable having had to deal with cancer in my own family. Although I
hardly ever met Matt Newman, after reading the book I feel as if I understand him.he is! An
amazing book I highly recommended it True Inspiration The journey of a true warrior! Regardless
of your wealth, Matt obviously highlights that it is better to handle unforeseen conditions if you
have a plan in place, so you can concentrate on what really matters. Matt's depiction of his



survival struggle with being diagnosed with cancer in his 30's shows that cancer will not
discriminate who have it impacts. The mindset that certain needs to overcome such a terrible
disease. The book echoes the famous Jimmy Valvano speech at the ESPY's. Cancer cannot
consider your spirit for the opportunity to beat malignancy and whatever other problems it brings
to not just him but his family who it also affected. Newman’s tale is one that we can all learn
from- man programs and Gd laughs. Inspiring and Powerful Great read depicting the mentality of
a true warrior. Unfortunately, many of us know someone who has battled or is definitely battling
this horrific disease. It was heartfelt and passionate, just like Matt.
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